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141 s-G PJ.£NARY SESSION 
'The 141 st Pleno.ry Session of the Econonic a..."1d Social 
Comn1i ttee of the Europe,a:n. Coru.muni ties was held in Brussels on ~9 
• J 
and 30 September 1976. Hr Henri Cf..NONGE, Chairman of the Comrni ttee, 
pz:esided. 
A.. Spee_2h by Ltr·_CANONOO ~o .• ~r:: the end of· his term-of-office 
:• 
I.;r CAHPNGE, outc;oing Chairman, mdc' a· stc,tement revim·ri.Tte 
the work done by the Conni ttec over the previous tvvo years. 
· I.Ir C .. :\NONGE re::errec1 to the closer linl:::o est.ablishcc1 v;i th 
the Comr.ll''.:.1.it;:,r is:1titutions~ in :·mrticular the Euro)Ca.:L1. Parlia ..nwnt'. 
The first practico.l result of cooperation with the 
Parliar.!lont wc.s ru1. invitation for one of our Rapporteurs to add.resr;-3 
a Parliru.1m.1tC'..ry Corruni ttee. There was accordingly every reason ~iiO· 
thinl!: that <."'. 1:..cw step hns been taken in the c.irection the Collll.ni ttee 
wa21ted. The aim was to ['.,:Jsist the Parliament, but without inter-
fering with its f~tndo~mental pTeroGatives. 
l ... lthou_eh democracy tvas essentially a l"Jatter for politicians, 
it nced.ec1 ( o..:nc1 today more ·1;112.11 ever) to find L'ill echo on the economic 
&"ld oocial level. 
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~1· ·; . ·. \ ·: ·Turning to 'th~ · developm.e(llt of,. the .. Oonm.runi ty. ,fin:d ·its. inter~ 
; · · ·nationa.l environment, rtr C.ANONGE .. ·said ·it ,-hacf peGn. agreed. at the·.Su.mmi t. 
:· · •. '. Cp~f~.rence of De~eni~er 1-?.~~ to" 'hold di~ect' ele,:tions,. _t_~· the El.trOl~en.n ~ 
·1 ... · P~rl.J.ament,. S~e pro~ess hac.l. been·maae towarcis. defJ.nJ.rlg a_.Europo~ll . 
. ,~ ··Union an{)._ a number of economic, f~:nancial, 0ne!'gy ::md regiono.Jt measures 
:'\ ··· 'hs.a. been a£tl:'eed· on (creation df ·the. European Ra·gi~n~.l Developntan·'t.; ~d, · 
f ~ I 11 ' ' - • l 
.-j · ate I!). But "the generfl.l impressi.orc to emerge was that t}te nine cotm- · 
~~~· ... 'tries were :;nabie ,to i¥tlte 0. joint political stand on intei"J1o.tional 
·~ t , 'e,conpmic,· .so_cial ·and political deve~opments. The' major econotJ.ic ·and· 
· .. l I, S01Ci~l issu~s h~d 'peen- identif-ied•- they were inf'lutipn, :the oiierg;r, 0 I 
·1, . criE?i.s, v.nemploymont a:1t1. the new world econpLrlc order. 
·! The Coliill1Ui1.i ty had a remc'U'kable influence on the rest of the , 
_; I ' !-
; ' . ' world. This influence hac1 seemed to be an important asset rfl:lich would 
!;. 1 .allow the EEC, which is the biggest trading partner in the rmrlc1, to ~!. -Pl,ay n ·uajor role in the developtlent of world tr2.d.e. In the perioc1 of 
1 · · .c~i,sis that i~luence had, hO\"lever,' virtually become a sov.rce of v:eal;:-l. ·, ne sE!_ for th.e Community. The efforts to strengthen the Comm1-u:.i ty h::~d. 
j: . ,r.u,n, m to increasing difficu.l ties. This had u.ndennined the previous 
:i . -·· pro~ess towards· inte~ation and revealed a EtU'ope which hac1. no 
~1 _ ~ c~~a~ive, joint response to international devplopments or the economic 
j · · .cr~sJ.s., 
:j ' 
'! '. ~ . 
i 
+. The Communi~J coulc1 be proud of h::tvine prepared end signed 
' • ,' J ' l' , the Jjont~ .C.Onvention but that wc.s only a start. The way in w}'l..ich the 
~~ . · Convention ·was .applied wo,..tld determine whether the other indt,_strialized 
r C~Wltries~ inc4.uding the super powers, WOuld follow a similar policy. 
'.! 
J · ~undel:'lying all this was the need. to work out a new economic and social 
'~ I . I f: ' '\ 
',1' . dev.~lopment model. 
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1· By way of conc-lusion, r~ CiiliONGE made some comments on the 
I 
-l~ functioning p.nd future of the Comoi ttee. 
! _ _ · The ESC provfs~ons of the Treaty reflected 2\ compromise • 
. ,.~e ES~ ,~.s a hybri~ body - neither a panel of experts set up to 
assist the executive, nor an ec?nomic and social assembly. Hence 
' ' .,~ tne 'inconsistent developments. of the recent past, namely the gra.."lt 
of. the ,"ri.e'.,ht of ini tiative 11 followed by the orga.n~zation of :~ully-
• fledged tripartite conference outside the Community.-
. ' 
The Committee had not ·fully lived up to expectations, but 
the tripart,i te conferences had not produced very cop.crete recn.:u ts 
either. The conference~ had entrusted the implementation of proposed 
action to the Commission, e~d instructed it to consult the two sides 
of industry directly. DiC.. this not signify c. clisturbing weakening of 
the ESC ? 
The Sun1Irli t Conference of 1972 :P.ad clearly and unequi vocably 
~~rkcu the transition of the BSC from a consultati~e comruittee to ·an 
econoD.ic c1.nd soci~.l assenbly capable of dealin~ with the m2.jor econo-
mic and social issues. If the policy of by-pa8sing the ESC continued, 
a boc1y set up by th~ Tree. ties wou.ld simply.. tiel: over without being 
fully used, and furt}fer 'importn..'Ylt work woulc1 be dealt. with elsewh)3re. 
Vfuat the two sides of incus~ needed most ~ms a vehicle for neg~­
tiation and decision-maldng. The ESC, th2..nks to the' :f'le::cibili ty of 
its machinery, could help the two sides of industry to develop 2~other 
method of' counting enC. reasoning, so that once the options were clari-
fied - and only then - they would be submitted t0 those who wera 
empowered to tn.ke dec:.sions • 
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I , • !VWo years re1Df'l.ined ip. \~Vhich to adapt thei I 0Qllmli ttek~ to the , · 
·' .. c,han~.S in the CoiDtJ.Ul:iity, in ;sociaJl ru1d 'economic life:,"and in the' I I . 
·: political backgTO'fll1d to ~~at life. I It 'wn.s e~sentia:j_ to. ~nsure thn.t 
• I •• • o ' \ 
·, the Co~i ttee ·became a pre.-eminent _meeting-place'whare' ·~conomic .and 
.~· .. :so_cial· group~ngs would Wish ·to come together to compare ideas, · 
· . ··· · exchange' Worm._~.tioli and defend their Iegi t:Lmate interests·- and. tlius 
' '. .. ' > 
. en·sure "'thnt the Insti tUti.ons -6ould take infonaeC!. decisions. ·At the 
. , 
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r ' $~ time these groupings had to sho~ld.er their i-espon~ibili ties ond • I ·!~' : .. 
- - .. 1 .. - • • 
~ke elear-cut proposa'l:s to -the Comnnmi ty- deoisi'o~-making bO'dies. ·. 
·Mr SC1URASCIA niDmTOZZA, Vice-President o~ the Commission, 
.. , .wa,a present o..t the discussions on. items 1 and 2 s.ncl Mr IJ.~.RDINOIS, 
' member of the Commi·ssion, a-G those on items 3 o.ncl '~ • 
' J ' ~ ' 
B~ Adoption of Opinions' 
I 
1 • Common Rules - Road Haulage 
t 
' / .. 
'\ 
Proposal for e Council Directive on the Estcblishment of 
Common Rules for Certain Types of Carriuge of Goods by 
Road between member States 
tGist of the Commission Docun1ent 
· The Commission has forv1arc~ed to the Cormcil a series of 
" 
1 eight draft Regulations ~~d Directives concerning the operntion of 
'I 
.the ~~rkets in surfgce goods transport within the Community. These 
prol?osals form part of the Cvmmission's programme for establishing 
. , ·a Connnon Tran.sport. Policy. 
'· 
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. The· Proposal for a- Directive on the Establishirient of Common 
. . 
lfli_les for Certain Types of ·carriage of Goods by Ro.ad; is the first of 
the eight propqsals. The proposal · is intencted as a s'tep towards 
liberalizing inter.national road transpo7t by ~dually relaxing 
~strictions imposed to regulate capacity • 
I 
The proposed areas for liberalization a~e as follows : 
. :. ) :, a Ty-pes of ·oarrie.e;e to_ be eiempted from an~~ quota or authorizatioll; 
.axstem 
traffic in areas which straddle frontiers; 
~ occesional carriage of goods to and from airports; 
- carriage of accompanied luggage and carriag8 of luggage to and 
I 
from airports; 
carriagG of mail; 
- carri~go of damaged vehicles; 
- carriage of refuse 3lld sewage; 
carriage of animal curca~es for disposal; 
~ carriage of bees and fish fry; 
- funeral transporty 
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• 1,· ·,- carr~age of· goods in motor 'vehicles with a maxi~ 'permissible · . __ 
I ' ' • I 
0 
./ 
·'I,,: - :laden weight (includ:Lng ,trailer) of 6 .metric ·tons,. or' in motor ,I< 0 '', , .' .. 
I - ,' I ' " - { -1 ' I I • ' \ ' • ~· 
· · ' -'' vehicles wi-t;h a maXi~ permissible payload (_trail6J.r inclu~_ed) )J : \.--:. · 
/,1! I 
-'. I of 3.5· me:tr--ic tons;· 
\ I 
•. 
I 1, 
-. 9arriage of emerge:q.cy medi.~al sp.pplies; 
' . 
· ' '\'". c~iage of vaJ.u~bl·e·· goods ' (accompanied by security guards,); 
... 
,. ' 
'I; 
,-_ 
' , . 
.. carriagb of perishable goods in temperature-controlled vehicles; 
- own-account transport. 
· p) T~es of carriage to be exempted from any suota system byt which 
ma~ r~qain subjoct to authorization 
~ carriage of goods from one Member State into the fronti~r zone of 
I 
an'adjacent Member State and vice-versa; 
' ' 
- carriage of objets d'art and works of art; 
·- pccasional,carriage of articles and material intended solely for 
... - publicity o;r_: information purposes; 
' ' ' 
' 1
·'- , ~ carriage of equipment, props and animals to and from theatrical 
. . ap.d lllUsical performances, sporting even to, , etc.; 
carriage of spare parts and supplies for~ea-going vessels; 
. . . ; ... ' 
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' ' ~carriage_ of live animals in special vehicles; 
removals carried out·by specialist firms; 
- carriage of goods in transit · izi certain types of l_Jlotor vehic~eS' 
(vehicles with a maxi:mum. pe~ssible laden weight, includmg·· 
trailer, of 10 metric tons, or vehicles with a maximum permissible 
payload, trad.ler incluP.ed, of 6 metric _torts) • 
Gist of the Opinion 
The Economic and Social Comciittee adopted, by 60 votes in 
favour, 29 against and 8 abstentions its Opinion on this proposal.·· 
The Committee is unable to endorse the Commission's pro-' 
posal for the reasons set out below : \ 
- Until further progresB has been made towards aligning terms o~ 
competition and introducing relevant Community arrangements, fur-
ther liberalization of cross-frontier haulage will create imbalan-. 
ces on transport markets and put some regions and Member States-at 
a disadvantage. This ·also applies to competition between (~} car-
riers operating for hire and reward. and (b) carriers ope~ting on· 
ovm accmmt. The incorpor'ation of own-account carriers into the 
market arrangements is a particular problem for transport policy. 
- The common transport market should not be arbitrarily s:Pl,i t up 
into sub-markets which are not only separate·but which may·also be 
' \ . ' 
.. 
regulated b~r different unilateral instruments. This' is nevertheleS$. 
the approach adopted by the Commission, which is pr~posing the 
abolition of specified restrictions in certain markets ( 9.uotas and·. 
author~zation procedures ·for the carriage of peri~hables in 
' 
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~-~ (·. ·.: temp~fature~controlled v~hioles, quotas for the oa.rri'S:ge Of l~ve , 
IPdmS.is ·iti special vehiclesf~ ·.It ~et be rememb~red that these 
: markets are of considerable importance _-to carriers ix{ lvaiious ~' 
· Member . States. , ' 
. \ 
.· 
·-:- J.'he Committee f·ea.r's ~hat "front~er areas''· wtll ~~· ~e~ermined '_ . .1 
differently by t~e inddVidual Member States. 'This cotiid create 
; · . new distortions. 
I . 
· .. ·r:n. the Committee 1 s vi·ew, the abolition of quotas and authorization 
requirements for certain hauls "Yvithin en+arged frontier· areas will 
release an indeternunate·number of authorizations, and transport 
capacity may increase as ~ result. This may generate distortions 
. ·. · in regional economies and the transport industry • 
. ' 
.. 
-:.Finally, the Committee notes that the abolition of quota anc1 
anthori.zation requirements will make it more difficult to keep a 
' ·check.on capacity, 
I 
The Economic and· Social Committee based its Opinion on 
material prepared by its Section for Trro1sport and Comrmmications 
under the dhairmanship of Mr HOFFMANN - Germany - Workers. The 
'·R~ppo:cteur was Mr lmDv!ES - Gez:-mSny - Employers, 
2, Markets .in §urface Goods Transport 
I 
., ' 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) Concerning a 
System for Observing the r~~arkets for the Carriage of 
Goods by Rail, Road and ~and Waterway between the 
Member Stat,es 
'I ; ' 
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Proposal for a Council Regulation for a Sys·tem of 
_Reference Tariffs for the Carriage of 'Goods by Ro~d 
between Member States 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) on a System of 
Hef~rence Tariffs for the Carriage of Goods by Inland 
Waterway between Member States . 
Proposal for a Cotu1cil R:?f:'.l:.ation Concerning tl}e Fixing, 
of Rates for Interna tio;~~--1 Gooct<3 Trz..."1sport by Rail~ 
As part of its aim to set up a co~~on t~ansport policy, 
I 
tho Commission has forwardeo. to the Council four draft reg;u.lations 
concerning the operation of the markets. in surface goods tr8.11sport 
w:Lthin the Community. 
The four proposr-.ls are concernect with 
the system for obsorvix~ the markets; 
- rail transport rates; 
rof'.ll hau.'lg,ge reference tariffs; 
- reference tariffs :i.n inla:n.d wate_rway transport. 
In its accOEtJ:Yc'.:n.ying Co11rnunication, tb.e Commission defines 
the frKlrl<::ot eCQllOlTIY prir..Ci}!lCS t::.pon Which fu.tv.re, defi~i ti VG ruleS 
for the transport me.rl::ct are to be based~ These principles may be 
surm~arizod ~s follows : 
.... ; ... 
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- transport undertakings must be free to mana.g~ their 9Wll affairs.' 
This :implies the right to decide their own investments and :Bix 
their orm prides; 
cost must,be covered by earnings; 
- public authbri ties may inter.vene ortly in .the event of persisten't 
I 
.market disturbance or where action. is necessary in the. publ-ic 
~terest to meet :requirt?ments not ce.tered for by· the pri vat.e ' 
sector-; 
- a permanent Community mar~et monitoring system will have to be' set 
up to guide private firms and public authorities in their decision-
making. Commission s.dvisory bodies. comprising representatives of 
I 
all the business interests concerned, the'tr&de unions and the 
governments should form part of this system. 
In the Commission's \~ew, these proposals are an integral 
part of an overall pl~1 t0 establish a competitive transport market. 
T~e Co~~ission thinks that if these markets are to ~~ction 
smoothly, they must ~e ~rm3.!!:.££tl.z moni.!£!:ed .. The purpose of this 
'monitoring is to collect an.d p1:-ocess all the data available on the 
·markets and to forecast the short- and nani.~t£r.J. trends in trans-
port s~pply and demand. 
... ; ... 
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The system is to be managed by the Commission with the 
assistance of two advisory committees. One of these committees 
will be composed of representatives of transport undertakings, users, _ 
providers of services ancillary to transport and transport workersv 
unions; the other will be composed of repres~tatives o~ the Member 
Sta;;es. 
The Commission believes that the functions which transport 
rates must ultimately perform in road, rail and inland waterway 
tranS,port cannot be fulfilled by tariffs imposed on transport under-
takings. The relevant decisions must be_ taken by the undert~ings 
themse~ves. 
In order to avoid too sudden a break with existing schemes 
insofar as the railways are concerned, the Commission proposes that 
the nevT system for the fixing of rates be introd.uced in several 
stages. For the time being, the. a_boli tion of the existing constraints 
on the freedom to fix rates is to be confined to international 
transport. 
The national markets are not to be brought into this 
system until a later stage in the development of the common trans-
port policy. One of the aims of the proposal is to adapt natio~al 
laws and administrative provisions, which still allow governments tQ 
interfere in railway undertakings 1 rate-fixing policies. 
The regulation on ~oad haulage reference tariffs deals with 
the fLcing of rates for the international carriage of goods_ by road 
' . . 
within the Community. It applies to a.ll road haulage operations, 
... ; ... 
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including the transpor;t of goods cover~d by the Treaty establishing' . '' 
,, 
.. the European Coal and ·steel qoilll1l1llii ty~ 
I : 
The regulation also embraces international road transpo~ 
operations in which vehicles are· carried by sea. 
T~e regulation on reference tariffs in inland waterw~z 
transpo~ deals wit~ the carri~ge of geods between the .Member States. 
. 
,., 
• ·· . The. same basic concepts that are to be found in the :Proposals on · 
road a'tld. rail transport apply. here too' namely that decisions on 
transport rates must be taken by.transportersv associations after 
oonsu~ting the economic and social interest groups concerned. The 
application of reference tariffs is a recommendation to innividual 
firms •. 
The Commission believes that the publication of non-
compulsory refe.x:ence tariffs may have a stabilizing effect on free 
' markets, inasmuch as they would give an idea of market conditions 
and cost~ which contracting parties could accept as a reasonable 
basis on which to negotiate transport price~. 
Gist of the Proposal 
The Economic and Social Committee adopted by 70 votes in -
·favour. 28 against and 11 abstentions, its Opinion on these proposals·. 
The Committee regrets that ·it is unable to endorse the 
Commission's proposals in thei~ present form. It thinks that these 
' ' . proposals must be reviewed to see whether account cannot be taken 
of the Section's reservations. 
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The Committee indeed doubts whether a. liberalized trans-
• port market as envisaged by the Commission ca..11 be self-adjusting 
w~thout ·a regulative framework. This is a view which the Committee 
has expressed on many oc-casions ·in the past to both the Council and 
the Corumissia.ne Its view h~s been based on consideration of overall 
economic aims. 
In the eyes of the Committe-e the Commission 9 s concept is 
not in accordar.ce with the real facts and requirements. Various 
.points in the proposals need to be supplemented. and.emended ~order 
' ,· 
to bring them into line with the actual situation in the transport 
industry and in order to ensure that the high requirements inherent 
in workable competition in the Community 1 s transport industry can 
be met. 
Above all, the Comm:i.ttee thinks that the system planned 
by the Commission for observing the goocls transport markets is no 
substi tu.te for effective crisis management. 
It objects to this system because practical experience has 
invariably shown that in a time of crisis a complicated information 
and comnnmications network generall;)r proc1uces decisions too late; 
such decisions are onl;y- able to mi tit;ate undesiratle development~? 
at disproportionately great expense - they cannot eradiacte them 
completely. 
In the same context, the Committee is generally very 
critical of the setting-up of new advisory or standing commitees. 
It holds the view that ~he powers of existing committees and advisory 
bodies (Economic and Social Committee, ESC's Section for Transport 
~~d Communications, Committee set up u_~der Article 83 of the EEC 
Treaty) will be restricted more a~d more b~r such moves and that 
disputes will ar~se about who is responsible·for what. 
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The Commi,ttee 'appl;'OVeS - subject to a number of amendments' - ; 
·_~the ,princii?le tliat rail~ay und~rtakings the:tnsc:l ves should have. 
g:t.eater powers to determine rates. It wouldr how·ever, point out 
that, if a reference tariff ~ystem is to be introduced for intsrna~ 
tior.al goods transport by rail, ~he:tl.in t-ime.s of ori~is the Member· 
S-tates involved, should be able - after consulting the Commission -
. . 
to 't~mporarily fix compulsory minimum tariffs with a .view to' ove'r-
... t 1 I I 
coming the crisis. 
With regard to the question of reference tariffs for road 
haulage, the Committee believes tnat the systems of compulsory 
:bracket tariffs currently in force has not lived up to' expectations' 
because it has not, been applied consistently. 
However, the new system proposed by the Commission is 
·going to create a vast bureaucratic machine that will not have any 
positive effect on the actual determination of rates or the attainment 
of the stated objectives. · It will merely ·serve to establish non-
·compulsnry tariffs without supervising their application or correct- · 
ness. In other words this is simply legislation for its own sake, 
something that will merely generate costs without being of any benefit. 
\fuen assessing the Comtni.ssion vs proposal, the Committee 
thinks for reference tari.ffs in inland waterway transport, account 
tmst be taken of the fact that, in Member States where inland shipping 
·is of major_importance, there are compulsory tariff systems for 
I ' domestic goods transport. 
. .. / .. ~ 
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Between 80 and 90% of internatiohal goods traffic on the 
Fnine consists of bulk cargo. 1and most of thi~ is covered by long~ .. 
term contracts with indexed frei~ht rates. 
In view of' this situation, there nru.st be doubts as to 
I 
· · whether introducing reference t8.riffs for such transport would have 
; 
~- any appreciable influence on the tariffs applied in practice. 
' . 
The Committee based its Opinion on material prepared by 
its Sectio~ for Transport and Comrmxnications under the chairmanfJhip 
of r/ir HOFETiANN .... Germany - Workers. The Rapporteurs were 
Mr HEI!~IJES - Germany - EmpJoyers, Mr :Elli'NNIG ... Germany Variouo 
Interests and Mr de VRIES RElLINGH - the Netherlands Workers. 
Statement by M;- SCARASCIA MUGNOZZ.JI..._ Vice-President of the Commission 
I 
Replying to the introductory statements from the Section 
Chairu1an a11.c1 the Rapporteur, Commission Vice~President 
-SCARASCIA IJUGNOZZA, presented the broad outlines of the Common · 
Transport Policy. He said that : 
"In October 1975, the Commission had submitted to the Council 
a paper on the markets in goods transport by la11.d together with eight 
proposals. These made up the first phase of the Commission's action 
in this field. The five proposals before the EEC were part of this 
package. 
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In i t,s proposal~, the Comriri.ssion had tried to encourage 
chap.ge i~ th~ wey the marl~et 'w~s organized at present •. The marlcet . ' 
· ·, _should be adapt·ed to current social needf}, provide efficient servic~s 
at an economic price, comply·with the requirements of EEC integration 
' - ' ' 
and m.alce maximum use of available resources. ' ' 
~1e Commission had implemented only a part of the scheme set 
,out in its paper of October 1973. Other measures were stilrl. .being 
te.ken. 
Three years previously, the Commission had tried to get the 
· transport policy moving again, after it had got bogged down in the 
wrangling between supporters of "liberalization" and those of 
"harmonization". 
The need for progress towards a common transport policy 
.induced us to attempt to broaden discussion by proposing fra.'!leworlce 
for Community-level action in regard to infrastructures and hauliers' 
operating conditions. The economic agents who were operating within 
.systems which were inevitably rigid, should enjoy maximum liberty. 
' In short, instead of v~rangling about possible compromises between 
' ' 
, "liberalization" and "harmonization", ·the Commission sought to con-
dense the main issues by introducing Cor~ity-level rules for 
transport operations within a Community system of networks • 
... ; .. ~ 
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This was the spirit in which the Commission submitted 
. ' ' 
proposals on the coordination of.invest~ents, roughing out the scope 
for (partial) Community financing. ~1io was the spirit in which i~ 
tried to s:peed up work on 11weight.s ancl dimensions" and "tax stru.c-
tures" with reasonable confidence that the Council would tal~e a 
stand on these matters.., This was the reason for the Corrnnj.ssion's 
• success in obtaining the decision of 20 May 1975 on railways. 
Tb:e Comr.1ission addpted a global approach to the problems 
of transport market O}.JerA..tions and put forward new and original 
proposals. The principal features ,were measures (i) to create a 
_modern market-monitoring system, (ii) to ensure that hauliers, users 
and vrorkero lived up to their responsibilities in operatine the 
system, (iii) to maintain healthy competition, (iv) to align the 
condj_tions under which the various modes of transport operated. 
With reference to the Economic and Social Commit.tee's work, 
Mr SCARASCIA 1\IDGNOZZA did not consider that the debate had ·been a 
re-nm. of the traditional controversy between protagonists of libe-
ralization and protagonists of alignment. 
Stands had become more entrenched., Sectoral and corporative 
interests met head on. This impeded the quest for balanced solutions. 
The question on which everything hinged might be couched in 
the following terms, namely, which were to prevail in the day-to-d~ 
running of Sltrface goods transport. 
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·- bureaucr~tic rules ,(irrespect~ve of whether they o~iginated in 
Brussels or national ,capitals), 
fpeedom of decision fo.r everybody directly involved irt transport· 
whether as operators or as users? 
' 
I 
As far as the Conmussion was concerned, the c~oice was 
clea:r-cut. But liberali-zation had to go hand in hand with 'better 
.. - l f inforrcation on the markets and more market transpatenny. 
A "safety net" was also needed in the shape of machi:ne:t'?l 
io offset serious and persistent imbala~ce and to cope with extreme 
cases of cut-throat competition. 
In c~nclusion, Hr SCAR.ASCIA J\.1UGNOZZA stated that the Common 
Transl)ort Policy should be got out of its present impasse and progress 
made in every area. Opportunities for advance should be seized as 
they arose. 
' The present proposals were or..ly a beginning. To a large 
. degree, the proposals were transitidnal (for instance, as far ~s 
rates and capacity were concerned) and did not put a lien on the 
future. Accordingly, for the present at any rate, there was no 
,, need to get locked in doctrinal controversies about final objectives. 
The mafn justification. for ·!;;he CorJmission • s proposals was their 
pragmatism. Even if later on a choice would have to be made between 
diverBent solutions, no mtch choice had to be made at present. It 
. .. ; .. ·• 
,. 
.. 
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was perfectly possible to follow the measures proposed by the 
Co~ission and yet, at the same time, leave one's O?tions open 
for the fut-ure. In sum, divergencies that might only cryst~lize 
in the 1980's ought not to stand in.the way of progress that was 
capable of.being achieved by all sides acting together now." 
3. jl.cti,on Programme for the Da:trY: Sectpp 
Action programme (1977-1980) for.the Progressive 
Achievement of Balance in the Milk Market., · 
Gist of the Commission's proPosal 
The Commission is proposing the Action Programme because 
of the serious imbalance on the milk market. 
1 Openings for direct action by !uanipulating prices are 
limited, and the Comrnission therefore proposes other ways whereby 
a global approach might be adapted to the supply and demand of 
dairy products. 
The Commission apJlounces its intention of proposing at an 
appropriate time : 
- the reduction of the dairy herd by dint of a Community system 
for the non-marketing of milk and for encouraging a shift away , 
from dairy farming; 
the suspension of national and EEC aids to the dairy sector for 
three years; 
-the introduction of a.co-responsibility levy; 
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-- , the enl~eement o'f the Community·~ s me .. rlce·ts; 
. 
meaourcs to reduce imb8lance. 
G~st of the Opinio~ 
The Economic and Social Committee adopted, by a lax~e 
majority, v1ith 43 voteo in favour,- 12 a.g@.inst and_ 16 abstentions 
its Opinion on this programme. 
The Committee notes that this Action Programme, which 
' I 
is to cover the years 1977-1980, has been submitted at a time when 
the initial effects - varying from reGion to region - of an excep-
tional period of drought, are being felt. 
The Committee feels that the Action Programme~s implemen-
ting date should take account of thio situation and of the way it 
develops. 
The Committee points out that the Action Programme con-
stitutes a praiseworthy endeavour to ~dopt an overall approach to 
livestock farming and to the fats sector. 
'r7i th regard to the Commission~ o forecasts, the Connni ttee 
pointo out that the Commission's fieures, and consequently the 
l.mplewenting proposals nhich would, norma~ly stem therefrom, vlill 
have to, be brought up-to-date as soon as the effects of'the drought 
are properly known. 
'\ 
The Committee clso notes that certain aspects of the situa-
tion in the nulk sector could have been included in the analysis of 
current data taken into account in the Co~~ssion document. This 
'concerns in particular : 
... ; ... 
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- dorJ.muni ty undertakings with regaic1 to the policy on agricultural 
trade rlith non-member countries; 
.- the adaptation of Connnunity management ~ethods to markst con-
ditions. 
' The S~sP.ension of National and CorncunitY,Aids 
The Comnittee stresses that the Commission proposal, by 
failing to differentiate in any way whatsoever between (a) invest-
ment in new dairy herds or in new dairies and (b) investment to 
' --modernize or rationalize existing "lmi ts so as to improve their com-
petitiveness, is liable to perpetuate situations which should oe 
chanced. 
~rhe indiscriminate suspension of all aids will reduce 
the competitiveness o:f the milk sector an<.1 1 in particular, will 
hamper attempts to raise standards. The Comrnittee also· is fear-
ful that such a suspension of aids v;ill have an adverse effect on 
employment. 
The Committee considers that farms, ~~d particularly 
those in &Tassland areas, should not be deprived of benefit from 
Directive 72/159/EEC. In any event, it is doubtful about the 
figure of 80% that the Co1mJission is proposing as the minimum level 
of fodder production which must obtain on completion of the moder-
nization plan in order to q_ualify for the relevant aids. 
. .. / .. ~ 
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,, !ntroduc~ion of ·a Scheme to·make Dairy Farmers·Share.in the .dost· · 
t 
, . of the 1\!ilk Surplus 
The Committee draws the attention of the Commission to 
' ' 
the incxpetJ,iency of such a measure in pr~sent circu1nstances ., 
Apart from any oth'er consideratipn, it was propos~d before the 
' I 
CoiDL1iSsion could m~~G an accurate appraisal of the impact of the 
' d.rouglit. 
·The Committee points out that in earlier Opinions on 
' farm price proposals, it has always declared its support for the 
use of objective criteria based on trends in production costs and 
in non-agricultural earnings. 
Consequently, the Committee considers that fe~mers could 
only accept introduction of a eo-responsibility levy if they were 
given en assurance that the prices fixed for milk products would 
enable their incomes to keep up. 
~s regards the proposal not to apply the'levy in hill 
and mountain areas (Directive 75/268/EEC), the Committee draws 
. the Comniission' s atten·!:;ion to. the matters of principle this raises. 
The Committee thinks that proceeds from the eo-responsibility 
,levy should be administered on a basis of genuine eo-responsibility 
an~ ~ith a.view to obtaining additional markets or, possibly, cutting 
back production. 
I The Committee disagreed with the Commission's position 
that there should be an overall policy for the fats sector and that 
... ;,. .. 
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introduction of a co-responsibili~y le~J should be linked to intro-
d,udtion of a· tax on imported and home-proc.l.uced fat and oils. 
The Cor.unittee agrees with the Com.-n:1ission 9 s view that new 
narkets must be f01.md and rwn for the nilk sector. But,- it regrets 
that the Comn1issi~n has failed explicitly to stress irr1provem$1t of 
quarity • 
As regards the e:::(:clns~~ ve use of \'l.airy procu~"ts i..t."l t~1e 
ma.."lufac:ture -of certain fo ·.),,_ pr~d-"~c-ts, t!le Co-:nni t-tee p::j :1+.s out 
tha.t the name "mill~ products 11 sho'J.ld be reserved for pl.'oducts made 
entirely out of L1ill~ • 
;;.n'lilst food aid programmes should not be undertaken solely 
wi.th a vier" to exran::"!.inc; ma:."'l:87s, t~1c IJom.Lli ttee cons:..ders that if a 
:.:rtrt~cturo.l sm"r.~l ,_u:~ of c13.iry fl"'8(3.uct;:"J exists, t~c Co:nnu."l:i t:r. is justi-
f:l C(l. ir. c;i ving m·1r:c3r J_g,rgEr ton.~-:~2.:-;e of c1o.iry products as food aid, 
lmclcr 311 e..:nended proo·::-..:.;1..r~w. 
The Com1ni ttce rejected by a smsT! .. majority ( 40 votes to 
36, v;i th '1· abstentions) t~1e CornEl.i ssian vs prop0s3.l tr..at a tax shou~d 
be levied on veeetaole fats and oils. 
The Econonic and Social Conu:ti ttee based its Opinion on 
;:mterial prepared by its Section for At_;ricul ture under the chairman-
. ' 
ship of !Ir Er1W CAPODILISTA - Italy - Various I:nte:;."ests. The 
Rapporteur y•as mr de C ... ~.F:'!PJ1ELLI - Fre...."'lce - Ve.rious Interests • 
... / •.•. 
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.§tp.t.ement b_z ~r LARDINOI$.1 Member of the .. Commissi.on 
I , 
Mr LARDINOIS, Member of the C?111r+1;i.ssion r~sponsible "for 
agriculture, spo:::e in the, debate on, the action progrrurime ·for the 
:pr~creosive acrJ.ever ... wnt of balance in the mi.lk mark~t •· He .said 
there were no Bajor differences of. view between the Commission end 
the Ec.onomio and Social Committee on the subject. It was agrGed · · 
that there was a structural surplus cf, the order of 10% but the 
Commission did not thinl:: that to reduce produc~ion by that amount 
was the o:D4y renedy. If such a step were to be taken, it would 
lead to a long <:risis in .this scnsj.ti ve sector. He propo9ed t·No 
measures, nrunel:t, to recJ.uce ov·e.,...alJ. production by 5% end at the 
srune time, establish a proerar.:u:ae for the disposal of the remaining 
5% over a three-yeax period. Referring to the effect of drought 
on the prorluction potential, r,ir Lki.DINOIS said it was too early to 
sa:y vrhether drought had ended or not. . Even if it were so, its 
e'ffectE? v1ould be felt at the end of tho w·inter. The overall damage 
couJ.d on:'..y be decided by SlJ:ring, He a2,Tced that on certail'l points 
where the Commission had proposed eo-responsibility, difficulties 
might arise.. He pointed out that it v.rould be diffi~ul t, in res-
pect of ald measures, for some to inagino the end of modernization, 
even without subsidy schemes. ThE: CC1l1Dli ttee vs Oninion stresses 
.-
the quality aspect in the ~odernization of dairy indust~ieo. It· 
' 
emphasizes that both the co~sumer aspect and the marlt£t outlet would 
be favo·ured i.f the qnalj_ty of the procluct r1er.e :l.m.pro-ved. These are 
.points whi..ch the Conunission will ex.~aine very s,eriously. It was 
·'' 
clear, hoVlever, that it could not for ever finc:..nce to t 11is e~::tent a . · 
sector "v"Yhich was in surplus. ' Vi:1.at had to be exa.m.ined were the possi-
bilities· of allowing dc:;rogations for improving the quality of the 
product v!i thout increasing the quantity. 
'•' 
'. 
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Turning to the problem of dairy farming in hill and moun-
tain m.eas, Mr IJARDINOIS 'saiCl that it ??ould be 'politically ip.con-
_ceivable for farmers suffering at present from hard conditions to 
have to pay tax on milk. These levies woUld not be applied before 
the s:prine of 1977. In ElllY case, it v:as $Xpe'cted that milk-
production in the winter would be lower than average. Co-
'responsibil·ity would mot be implementec1 be:Pore next crop year. 
Referring to the question of food-aid, ~1r LfillDINOIS said ~ts aim 
was 'not to create further outlets,, but to help developing coun-
triest both through the Lome ~onvention end by providing aid through 
international organizations. -Fnod-aid should not be an obste.cle 
to the development of aericulture in the developing countries, nor 
shou..lrl it be given in a haphazard fashion, simply because we in 
Europe have too much. A specific aid programme for the medium 
term - a three-year period - is proposed, 
On the question of vegetarle-oils and their taxation, 
' he pointecl out that Member States should apply these taxes equally 
to imported and to home-produced vegetable-oils and fats. This 
would render competition between butter and margarine more fair 
and avoid further distortion. Such a ta.."C was not intended for 
Co:r.11mmi ty fu.11ds but for national treasuries. The principle of 
imposing taxes in the fEts sector was a very fundamental one. 
~ If one considered policies pursued in relation to olive-oil in 
Mediterranean countries, including those of Greece and ·other coun-
tries not yet in the Cor.untmi ty, the implications of the p:r:inciple 
would be more fully realized. The problem had to be considered 
as a north/south problem, even within the. Community. If the 
Commissionvs proposal on the subject were rejected - and it has 
... ; ... 
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. . bee:o,•p1.ocked in the' Cqur1cil of li{I:i.nistdrs ~ the problem will not 
go away, but it will c'ontinue to· grow. The ~rop~s'als do· not .sug-
gest that more butter should be sold as against olive-~il.but 
;rg.ercly intend to neutralize the present disadvantages faced 'by 
, I . 
1 butter. . · '.7hile certain products like v1heat are protected, ~arga.tine 
, ·raw material comes in· quite freely and causes imbalance. ~:"Jh.!J.t the 
Commission proposes is to' correct something that has gone wrong~ 
4. Premiums ;for the N<?.B,-M,¥:,ke_iing of Ii!ilk 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) Introducing a 
P:'"'erliium System for the Non-Marketing of Milk and Millr 
Products and for the Conversion of Dairy Cow Herds. 
Gist of the Commission document 
This is the first of the proposals announced in the Action 
Programme. 
. I 
The Commission is proposing a premium for the non-marketing 
o;f milk which is to be granted to producers who undertake not to 
deliver milk to dairies for five yearo. This undertakinG Hould also 
.cover, for instance, the hire and sale of dairy cattle for any pur-
pose other than slaughter. 
The premium is to amount to 90% of the guide price ±n the 
. case of the first 50,000· kG of milk and 75% in the case of additional 
quantities, .up to a maximur.a of 150,000 leg. The premium is to be 
' · paic.l ·by tranches : 50% in the first ~rear, 25% in the third year and 
25% in the fifth. 
. "' 
. \ 
The Commission is also proposing a premiQm to encour~0e 
farmers to switch to meat production. The basic conditions on 
whi·ch the grant of this premium is contingent are similar to those 
... ; ... 
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for the .grant of the non~marketing ~remium, viz. milk deliveries 
to cease and milking equipment to be sold off. Producers would 
also .have to 'undertake to arrange for 80% r1f their herd to be com-
prised Of beef Oattle Hit~n three yearo. 
The pr-emium is also to amount to 90% of the guide price 
for quanti ties of .millr: not exceeding 150,000 kg.. The first tranche 
of 6~~ w·ould be payable immediately, vli th two further· tr8.J."1ches of 
20% b_eing payable in the third and fourth years. 
Gist of ~he Opinion 
The Economic and Social Comnitte~ adopted urLanimously its 
Opinion on this proposal. 
The Commission has lost no time in submitting the scheme 1 
and haEJ gone to considerable lengths to make it attractive. It 
may have beneficial results. However, the Committee points out 
that small producers will be penalizGd since they will not produce 
the minin~ amount (50,000 litres per year) needed to qualify for 
the prenium .• 
The Committee broadly endorses the proposal. In view 
of the unusual conditions created by the drought, the n~~ber of 
applications for premimns may be hiGher than·a.nticipated. This 
cov~d create difficulties for dairies and the Committee therefore 
urges that additional arrangements be made to include dairies in 
the CorJmunity's general scheme. 
. .. ; ... 
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The Connnittee'based its Op:l:nion'on,material prepared by 
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its Section for Agriculture, under the chairmanehi~ ,of Ntr EMO 
CAPO,DILISTA - Italy - Various Interests. , The· Raworte1.tr' was 
. r:rr Q.e CAFFlillELLI - France - Various Interests. 
5. Conventiun 021 the Protection of Mediterranean 
' Commission Cornrrunication to the Ooun·cil on the Results o'f · 
the Negotiations for the Conclusion of the· Convention ~:m_. 
the Protection of the hledi t~rranean Sea £"~grdn'st Pollution · . 
and of a Protocol on the Prevention of the Pollution of the · · 
l'iiedi terranean SeB. by Dur.aping from Ships ru'ld Aircraft. 
·Pro]os2l for a Council Decision on the Conclusion of u 
Convention on the Protection of the r!Iediterrzwean Sea 
~~ainst Pollution and a Protocol on the Prevention of the 
Pollution of the Hedi terranean Sea by Dumping from Ships 
and Aircraft 
Qi.st o;f the PrO]Osal 
The Commission took part in the negotiations of the Barcelona 
Convention and the Protocol thereto. It is now reco~1ending that the 
Council endorses th~ two instrurnents forthwith and ap~oint pleni-
~otentiaries to sign th~m on the Co~nunity's behalf. 
Twelve Mediterranenn nations, including France and Italy, 
have alread;:{ signed and the CorJmuni ty should follov1 suit in view of 
its commitment to comqat merine pollution. (Cf. the Environmental 
Action Progrnrume and the Directive or: the Dumping of Wastes at Sec.) • 
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' I 
' The Economic and Social Cow.mittae unanimously adopted ,this 
.. ' 
·r 
' .,
, '. 
~ ·The Committee. broadly endbrses the proposal •. It u;rges the. 
i: ~ I • 
Commission to e:::ramine ways of arning the Comm:uni ty with nddition1:1.l 
instrume~:ts v1hich. will. 'enable it to- comba.t marine pollution more f, '• 
~--
effectively. 
' , 
'. 
• I 
The Committee based its Opinion on material 'prepared by its.· 
Section· for Protectio~ of the. :Environment, Public Health arid Consur.1er 
'I 
I' 
\, 
. . 
Affairs under the chairmanship of. Mr ROSEINGRA\T'E - Irel.and -
Various Interects. 
- Various Interests. 
Proposal for a Council Deci~ion establishi~_g.a Uniform 
Procedure for the }.J:cchF.Jnge of Information on the Quality 
of Surface Fresh Wc.ter in. the Community. 
I • 
., 
In im~;Jlementation of the Action Progre ...Ell11e on the Environment·, 
' I • 
the Commission Ylishes to esta"olish a system for ·centralfzing and re-; 
"" • ·~ : j 
' '• 
•' 
. ' 
,\ 
'' ', 
circulating information frol'1 the __ .sUPVeillance and moni taring networks. . . . 
. .,, 
•I 
for surface fresh water Dollution. The information.will be•used to · 
' " ..... ' 
establish and rnrtlyse pollution ·levels, and assess-the impact of water 
po·llutiori control regulations. The system could eventually form par~ 
. ' 
of a worldwide monitoring systen provided for in the United Nations· 
• 
environment :9rogramme. 
' . . .. / ..... 
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... central agency in each I Member State is t<> ~oJ:lec:t •the:. -~· /' 
.. wa~er '];mri';r data. :eroi!l t.h~ rnacsurir.l.g. stat;ons en~ send. ,them 'to tli:.~" : ::·~~: 
. CQmmission, The Commission will anal;rze t~e date. :teceived froJ11 th~ ... -~:' 
l \' ' I , • 1 • • ,..~ 
network,,' ab.d draw up Dll ,r;mnu.al· co'nsolidate.d re.port' on the si tuati,o:q.. ' ~ . 
.. t,; 
... 
'• I The·E~onmpic and Social pommittee a~opted 1.m.~i~ouely: th:i:s_ .:.~· 
proposal. 1 ~' , 
.. 
' .... 
r,, 
'• ' 
· .The Committee ~pproves the proposal.· fo:r a Decision, bu~· . ~._:'· · 
would like to see new SaL'lpling and measuring statio;n.s set up as c.iU:ick:l;: 
I 
as possible, so as to increase our lmowledge of i"Vater quality. If-
necessary, Con~unity help should be provided. 
I 
. r-
pore specifically, the Committee ·considers that adaptations· .. 
of the Decision to technic8l progr~ss should e.fso cover standar-· 
dization of methods. Furthennore, the Committee set up for this 
purpose should meet regularly - at all events, at least once c year • 
V~ile being aware of the difficulties involved, the Com-
"'· mittee suggests ·that hexav8J.ent chro~ium and sulphates be included. 
anong the chemical parameters on which data must be e:lcchanged (see 
·Annexes to the Decision). 
I 
~hc 1 Cotmdttee based its Opinion on me.terinl prepared by 
; ' 
its Sect.io1,1 ·for Protection 'of the Environment;, Public Health and 
Consumer ~~fe.irs under the chairmap.'ship of I1.lr ROSEINGP..AVE -- Ireland 
- Various f:nterests. The· Rnpporteur ~s Mr EBOLI - Italy Various 
· ~nterests • 
.. 
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'Proposal ~or a Council Directive concerning the harmonization. 
of ·systelils· of Company Taxati·on~ and of Withholding Taxes on 
Dividends. 
The bacl~ound to this proposal is the Council Resolution 
, I 
,--
of 22 March 1971 establishing the bases on which economic and monetary~ • .. /· 
. ' 
- · -uniori·will be achieved. The un~on cannot be attained without ·a'·eerlain 
amount of fiscal hannonization. Th.e Council gave· 3. prominent place at 
' 
that time to fiscal hannonization, reaffinning the importance of tha 
measures to be adonted in its·Resolution of 21 March 1972. Since that 
. . ' 
t~me, the Council has adopted several Directives on the harmonization · 
of legislation of IV1ember States concerning turnover t~xes, and a ,,., ·.' ·_ 
Directive concerning excise duties on manufactured tobacco• A'::. s:~xth:f 
. ' 
Directive on the establishment of a uniform bas;is of assessment for 
' ~ " I ' 
VAT was submit-ted to the Council in J~ .. f~73, and the Commission put 
~~ •- r, 
forward in 1975 an action,_.:r;~rog:t"~n;e 'for taxation _in gener8.1. . 
. ...,. .. The need to harm.onize systems of compa.."Yly taxation and with-
it;.~' ·'-th~lding' of ta:.::es on dividends :ire said to be considerable in so far 
as the differences between existing national legislation fn'this. field 
. 
re~resent a constraint on the free. movement of capit~~ and, further, 
represent 8n L~pediment to coopetition throughout the Community as a' 
whole. In stressing the need, h0~ever, the Comn1ission is well aware 
of the difficulties involved du.e t.o Goverpments using· "!;he fiscal 
system as an i.11l:;,Jortant instJ7,J.tlent for achieving economic and spcial 
objectives. 
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Th~ .. CommissiQn, \having looked· at ~the' three majo~ tYl't3S ·. b,f · .. · ~~. 
company ta.Jtation cu.rren:bl.y · 6perati;rg wi t.hin: the Member ·states, has· o~~e '· 
' 
0 ~ f I - 1 I 
out in favour of a common imputation system~ .whlch largely removes·· .·:, '.-
.. ' t ·• ., f 11 
the double taxatio;n of 90ffilJany :Profit$ and distributiye divi~ends. : 1:/ ~ 
0 ' I t 
I,' . ;. r t •, • 
The proposal clearl;y- laya out the disadvantages. of the · <~, 
8.ltern.at:ive systems and lists among the 'advant-~es of the ;imputation· ~' . 
.j ' , , I 1 ' ' 1 ., 
' system greater freedom· to distribute profits and, the placing 'of 108.11 , •I' 
an:d equity , financing on a mo're equal 'footing. The j?roposal deal~ c,w:tth:: 
' ' \ ' ', I' . .._• 
the tax situation of ~ne-man businesses in the Member States, belie~ 
'that the im].)ute.tion system wil,l treat such businesses. more fairly. · .. ': 
A further advantage of the system is that tax avoidance by persons '·, . , 
. · \vith large tax liabilities shotlid be greatly reduced, 
The new system, however, involves the granting to comp:my•s 
shareholders of tax credits in relation to their companies' dividen.ds. 
The transference of tax credit across frontiers will almost certn.inly 
provoke technical difficulties. but the advantages are thought to . 
outweigh the disadvantages. 
·Finally, the tax credit granted to the recipient of divi-
dends under the imputation, system has the effect ·of a wi t:pholding tax .•. 
In the Commission's view, a withholding tax is essential t'o discou.rag~ 
tax evasion. The proposals are illustrated by severr.J. numerical 
·examples. 
, : ··• Gist of the O:einion 
;· \ , ., I 
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The Economic and Social Co~ittee adopted by 64 votes to 
25 with 12 .abstentions its Opinion on this proposal. 
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The Committ~e's O::;inion says·that the proposed Directive 
' . 
does indeed represent one more ~tep towards the free movement of 
capital in the'Con~unity, but that its contribution will be insig-
nificant vv:ithout a common approach in tackling the monetary inst-a-
bility, and in the liberalization of movementf} of capital. 
The Committee genernlly supports the Commission's pro:1osal 
for a Directive subject to the following specific reservations : 
the main objectives of the proposed Directive must be more clearly 
exposed. These are the alig.r.unent of structures and rates of : 
a) taxes on the profits of joint-stock companies and 
b) withholding taxes on dividends - as well as the encouragement 
to invest in shares b~r relaxing the double economic taxation of 
distributed profits; 
because of the highly teclL~icnl nature of the provisions of the 
draft Directive, very clear ixlStructions must be made rtYailable to , 
shareholders 8nd to tax authorities alike. The multiplicity of 
possible circrunstances and the fact that the transactions take place 
between States give plenty of scope for distortionst 
- since the draft Directive s~ecifically excludes investment com-
panies, the Committee urges the Council to adopt. two ~1rther direc-
tives covering respectively unit trusts and investment companies; 
the alignment of corporation taxes should be completed by aligned 
definitions of the taxable element of company profits. 
. .. ; ... 
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The Economic and Soci?l Committee based its Opinion on 
' . 
material prepared by its Section for Economic and Financial Questions 
nnder the chairmanship of Mr CHARBO - Netherlands - V:u-iot!FJ Intarasts. 
The Rapporteur was MX PEYRO~~URE-DEBORD-BROCA - Fr~nce -·Employers. 
8 .• IVIanufactt.1I'ed tobacco - s~:::th Directive 
Pro;pose.J.. f.or a Council Directive amending Directive 
72;464/EEC on taxes other th~ turnover taxes which affect 
the consumption of manufactured tobacco. · 
Gist of the Commission's Pronosal 
The Commission ~ro~osnl for ~ dirGctive is th0 l~t~st 
in a series concerning the he.rmm.1ization of indirect taxes on tobacco 
products. 
The effect of this 11 sixth" directive would be to postpone 
for a further six months the j.ntroduction of the second stage of a 
3-stage tax harmonization programme which begaU in July 1973. 
'I 
The Council has already twice postponed the introduction 
of the second stage for 12 months. 
Gist of the Opinion 
I 
The Economic and Social Committee adopted unanimously its 
·opinion on this proposal. 
\ 
.~ ~ ' 
In this Opinion it is stated unequivocally that unless 
the Council reaches a definite decision before 31 December 1976 re-
g~rding the criteria proposed for the second stage of the harmoni-
.zation of these tobacco taxes (on cigarettes), the question must 
I 
I 
... ; ... 
,, 
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finally be af?l;:ed whether the :mlitica~- will really exists within the 
Community for this or othe:':' like tax ham.onization ::;1rogrammes • 
• 
The Committee has re:i;)eatedly expressed the importance it 
' 
uttp.ches to this tobacco tax ho.rmonization progrruJL.1e. It has given 
. # 
O:pLnions on a proposol fo:::- a tob2.cco product 11 d.efinitions 11 Cotmcil 
Direct:j_ve ~ as well as on the proposa1s for the second ste.ge of ·t.;he 
tcx harmonization. 
The O~inion insists. a Co~ncil Decision be taken before 
31 December this year, on the propoGals covering the second stage. 
The Cm:uni ttee based its Opi~io:c1. on ma~erinl ~repa:red by 
its Section for Econom:i..c end Fi::1£>ncial Questions u.nder the chainnan-
ship of r1r CH.l\RBO - Netherlands - Vn.riouo Interestc. Tilo 
Re.J?port eu.r vJe.s £,.ir 0' CE.l\.LLAIGH - Ireland - E:r.1ployers. 
Pro:~_)oscU. f·')r o. Cou.."lcil Deci:?ion concer.ning the Entry into ' , 
li'u:~"cc of t.ha Acra:JDent on t~'lG Int arnC'..tion:ll Car:!'iage of 
Pe:;:•ishable FooG.stul'fs rmrl on the Special· Equi:1me:.1t to ·be 
Used for such CP.rriage (AT?). 
On 1 September 1970 1 tl1e United. Nn.ticns' Economic Com-
nission for Euro:-_Je :i:)Ublishec1 the .Agreenent on the International 
Carriage of Perishable Foodstuffs and on the Special Bquip~ent to be 
used for such Carriage (L.TP). 
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~ .t}:€;redell1ent w~s opened ;for :~ignature on 3'1 ~'!ay 1971 and, 
• ' I j 
·since enough com1tries have now signed.the Agreement, it will enter 
I 
into force on 21 _November 19J.6.~ 
The nine Member States of the Community contributed to the 
I ~ 1 f 
dr?-fting of the ATP Agreement sncl at the present time ]'ranee and the 
Federal Republic of Germany have ,already ·ratified it. 
The ATP Agreement lnys down·that the carriage of,chilled 
or deep-frozen foodstnffs r.md mill;: ~1roo.ucts, meat p fish and game 
between si@lctocy States ;by rr'..il rmd road or a combination of the 
·two 1 must be ca.:rried out using as apprvpriate insulated· or refri-
gerated equipn{:)nt ".,.,l,_ich co1:1plies vrl th specific stnn.dards and con-
ditions. 
The CoLm1ission attaches great importance to the entry into 
.force of the ATP AgrE"enent, which it regards as en essential pre-
requisite for the establisr--nent of uniform regule.tions for the 
carriage of perishable foodstuffs applicable to an are~ loxger thnn 
, ~he territory of the nine T,~eribcr States. Implementation of this 
'Agre~oent will unquestionebl~r be conducive to better ~Jreservation o:f 
' . the qu:;:.lity of perishable foodstuffs during transport, es;Jeci2.lly 
betv.reen the m~c t:rtd non-EEC countries; improving the c :ndi tions 
under which :)erishable foodstuffs ar~ kept duri...."'lg tre..i.'lsport is likely 
to lead to en u1.crease in trade in such foodstuffs between the EEC 
and non-EEC countries. 
'w1thin the Community the public health requirements gover-
ning sh:l.pments of certain perishable foodstuffs between Member States 
are laid dovvn in Com.'TI.unity regulc.tions. 
. .. ; ... 
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There are no contradictions between these Co1m1unity pro-
, visions .w.d the standards lf:.id dovm -in the ATP. 
The ru~es prescribed b:r the ATP for the ctJ.rriage of peri-
shable fo'.oclstuffs are also of major significance for the Common 
Transport Policy. 
. . 
Indeed, it would severely prejudice 'the o,ligruaent of the 
conditions of competition and the smooth functionins of the transport 
market· if the carriers specie,lizing in these categories of foodstuffs 
were subject to different rules, as would be the c<::.se if all the 
1:Iember Stf',tes did not apply the ATP provisions. 
The Cormnission pro~loses that the r,Iember St2.t GS, acting 
together in the interest of the Community and on its behalf, should 
jointly deposit their instruments of ratification or accession to the 
i Agreement on a d2,te as close as possible to 21 November 1976. 
This joint action is to be given an official CommQ~ity 
character by hc.ving the E!.ember States' instruments deposited by D.. 
single authorized representative from the Member Stc.te holding the. 
presidency of the Council. 
The French and Gern1nn Governments, which have already de-
posited their instruments of accession to the Agreement, are to 
associate themselves with the Co~~1unity action by informing the 
Secretariat of the United Nations .in writing that they acceded e.s 
members of the Community. 
Gist of the Opinion 
The Economic and Social Cormnittee adopted unanimously its 
! 
Opinion on this proposal. 
. .. ; ... 
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The· ·committee based its Opinion on material prep~d , 
by its Section fo~ Transport m1d Communioatians ~er, the.· eh~irmanship 
of Mr HOFFI)1ANN - Germany - Workers' Group• ·The Rapporteu:r was 
n~. RENAUD - France - Employers• Group. 
. ' 
Oe::cr"'.lized .T:.-..riff Proforar..cos Schenu f vi" 1977, 
. 
The new proposals are almost identical to those for 1976. 
The main changes are : (i) the number of processed agricultural 
products covered by the GSP is to be increased by 46; (ii) ceilings 
and quotas for industrial products are to be raised by some 50% under 
a new method for calculating ceilings; (iii) textile quotas are up 
·some 50% and ( i v) the distribution of these quotas is to be adapted to 
.the needs of beneficiary countries. The Community has been applying 
the GSP to imports from certain developing countries and territories 
since 1971, and proposals are submitted every year by the Con~ission 
to the Council. 
~1e Economic and Social Comoittee adopted unanimously 
(with 7 abstentions) its Opinion on this scheme. 
. .. ; ... 
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Following the EEC's unilateral offer to UNCTAD of 1969, 
the Comuission, since 1971,.has submitted proposals every year to 
the Council or. generalized tariff preferences to be applied to 
inports from developing countries. 
The proposed scheme for 1977 J.s to cover far more processed 
agricul tur3l products than h:i.therto~ Quo·l;as and ceilings are to be 
raised even more, by an average of ?0%, for in~.ust:-:ial products 
other tha:1 textiles, where the increases e.re l'ess. 
In its Opinion, the Committee reaffirms its support for 
the iclna of a generalized ta.rif±' l)references sc~1eme ( GSP) but 
se,rerely criticises the Cor.Jr.u.ission's new proposals. 
The statistics used by the Couwdssion, says the Committee, are 
inadequate s~.nce they date frolil 197.4; 
The Oorrmrlssion see~s to have ignored completely.the emploYffient 
si tuatio~.l in the Cornmunity in drawing up its proposals~ 
- The FEC 1 s increasingly open ex·ternal policy contrasts sharply 
with its complete failure to set its o~n'l house in order and 
orga.'l"l.i,ze i·~s inter;.1al policies; 
... / ... 
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, · - The Oorpmi tte~ a1s'9 notes the lack of any link between commun.i ty. , 
medium-term forecasts for industrial development and agricultu~re · , 
and the acts of external policy. 
The Committee suspects that the Commission was prompted 
above all by political motives when drafting· its proposals, and 
merely wanted to demonstrate as clearly as poss~ble the Col!lliilPlity,'s 
open~handedness towards the developing countries. 
The Cor.mdttee feels that the Commission 'has done hardly 
&1Ything to see that the GSP benefits the most needy developing 
countries. The Commission should not hesitate to exclude ;from · 
the scheme developing countries that have attained a certain 
degree of competitiveness. 
The Committee prepared its Opinion on the basis of 
materi'al supplied by its Section for External Relations under the 
chai:rD.anship of Mr Cl.RSTENS - Denmark - Employers. The Rapporteur 
was Mr EVAIN - France - Employers. 
11. r~ful tia:nnual JRC Pron-ramme 
', .............. ··-·· ... ~ ... . 
Proposal for a Thfultiannual Research Programme of the 
Joint Research Centre 1977 - 1980. 
' f,'\. ·, 
'> 
The new programme will run for four years (1 January 1977-
31 December 1980). It represents the de~aailed formulation of the 
... ; ... ' 
':; ·~ :)~.· ~ i:;,' t 
,· , . 
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Overall ·Concept which: was pres·ented by the Commission in October 1975 
and discussed .in the Comm.i tte e' s Study of 25 ~y 1976 on R & D 
Policy. 
The draft progrs111II1e has been reworded in line with the 
policy of orienting research work towards the ruost urgent needs of 
the Conllimnity. It C04centrates heavily on the two secto~s of energy 
a."ld the environ.rae:::1-t. These a.lo~1.e ,Ylill account for 70% of the JRC's 
future activity. The remaining 30% will be mainly devoted to what 
are broadly termed apublic' service activi ties 11 • Half of the energy 
research will deal with nuclear safety. ~he programme has also been 
severely pruned. Of the 22 former research objectives, only ten now 
There are a nu:rnber of new features in the administration 
of the programme. New staff regulations are intended to ensure 
greater staff mobility, reduce the average age of research teams and 
solve the problem of social dispexities. Revision o= ~1e programme 
after three yec_'l,:rs vlill lead to a 11 ::i."'olli:1g J_Jrograr.::m.J" syste:n desiGned 
to ensu:"e grenter conti:':l"l.:' .. i ty of the research. Finally, by eA.'}Jressing .. 
the fil1.8.nC'j_al resources in co:nste .. nt values as at 1 Ja~u.ary 1977, it 
is hor1cd to strearn .. line bucJ-::;etnry approval procedures .. 
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· BREA!illOVVN . OF FUNDS· AND ·STAFF 
PROGRAMMES 
II. PIUTOIITU!,T. FUELS ~'U-:0 
AC~CI:L:IDE RESEii..RCH 
III, mJCTE ~,n r1:.~TERIALS A~TD 
R.\:CTO:~'J'J'TJr; WASTE 
1.1~ 1:~a:~ :~ J5:~'I' 
IV. 
v. 
COI.ill+ T ~.JJcJ~i'l 
F0H 
~H'~ ... "j"l"mrrt"!Tr' f-L-·.l~.):.I .!'-.1 ....;. .,\ .• ,;~.u 
~ (in :J.l}.ion 
!Ue!l•) ( 1 ) 
92,130 
41,480 
34,380 
-:I 
STAFl~' ( 2) ( 3) 
. 
1 of vrhich 1 
TOTAL research 
staff 
440 
209 
161 
239, 
121 
97' 
35 
50 I 
I 
··~· : . . < . ~'\ 
.. ' 
.. , 
! ' 
VI. CmTc·c:'P.TUAI, STUDIES ON 
s;-r.D<'JCL'~F.TCTJ?i', __ -q F~J0IOH 
17' 270 
16 J L1r 60 
2,550 
57 
78 
14 8 I. 
.VII. 
I 
i 
HIGH-T.SliiPERATURE I:IL'I.TERIALSj 
! 
VIII"' EITVITION1' .. E~T'l' .."J.ID R'SSOTJRCBS ! 
IX. 
x. ~ERVICE liliD SUPPORT 
AUIJ:IVLClE3 
TOTAL 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
9,190 
41,330 
59,690 I 
I 
59,910 ' 
374,390 
51 
188 
286 
221 
1,705 
( 1) 
( 2) 
(3) 
Exprepsed i.."1 const8..J."1.t values as at 1 Jan.uc:.ry 1.977 
Exclucling ·183 officials made available 1ll1der Article 6 (c) 
(ESSOH project) 
E~cluiing 471 loc~l st~ff. 
36 
115 
181 
116 
. .. ; ... 
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Gist of the ~ropoa~ 
' ~~e Ecqnomic QnU Social Committee adopted ~manimously • .1.. lt,S 
Opinion on this proposal. 
The Committee a9proves the new progranune which will r1u~ 
for four years from 1 Jm:m.ary· 1977 with a total budget for the period 
of 374.4 million u.a. 
It believes the JTIC' s work must talco O!l a focal chnrr:-~cter. 
But, so long as only 0.55; o:: total public expenlli ture on R & D in 
the Co~mity is devoted to direct Community research, it corsiQers 
that the JRC can merel;;r pl~-Y c. complementary role. The Commi ~tee 
therefore believes that the i.Tember States shoulU. increasingly trms-
fer their responsibilities ~1a appropriate fU11ds to the Corumuni~r 
particularly in the case o:: lr'-l"[Se, expensive projects. 
The JRC must alDo p1a~r a ~-sreater - if !:lot central ro.le 
in coorc1il~2.t:in{S research projects involving inter-lVIs@ber-State 
collaboration. 
The Committee endorses each of the ten individual rese2.rch 
programmes containecl. in the mul ti8llnual pro~runr:!e. These cover : 
1) rec..ctor oafety~ 
2) plutoniuru.fuels 8nu ~ctinide research; 
3) nuclcc-,r TJ...1. terials o.nd r:1c~i oac ti ve waste n::1.11agement; 
4) solar enor3Y; 
5) hyc'.rocen; 
6) concep~~tl studies o~ thcrraonuclear fusion reactors; 
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' 
.7) high temperature mo.. terial_s; . 
·8) ·. envil"O:r.lXlent and renources; 
' 
· 9) measurements, ste .. ndarc:s n.nd :reference techniques (METRE) 
' I 
.. 10) service and support nctivities. 
Specifically, it would like to see further intensification 
of .eff.ort in the fielc.":. of plutonium fuels and actinide research.. It 
believes the funds commi t'tec1 to research on nuclear materials 8.llct 
radioactive waste nlllnngement to be still inadeqUL:te. The solar. 
energy proc;ramme shoulcl be subje'ct to future re-examination with a 
view to achieving gren ter selec.ti vi ty. 
The Committee welcomes the degree of streamlininG ach:.eved 
by replucil1g the 22 e.ctions of 'the previous mul tie':l"..nual prot;,"'l""D..l!ll:le by 
these tan programmes. Lt the same time, it believes that future 
multiannt~.l programmes must move in the direction of further concen-
tration. 
Finally, the CoruJi ttee also calls for closer lin::D 'betiveen 
. those responsible for the progrnmmes and the potential users o:~ the 
results obtained. It sees the new budge tine; o..nd "rolling pro~"21!1r.1e" 
arrangements as features designed to improve the continuity of the 
JRC' s work. It believes that the Council's decision-making procecl.ures 
must allow it tQ nmke adjus~Jents for inflation in a clear ru1d 
straightfornard .manner.~ 
The Economic '::u.l<l Social Committee bas'ec~ its Opinion on 
I material prepared by its Section for EnerBJ" and Nuclear Qu.estions 
under the chairmanship of Hr l.VliLLER - United Kingdom - Employers. 
The I Rapporteur was Er SCI-ITJITT - Germany - Varioun Interests • 
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Proposal for a Council tix•ecti v.e on the Harmor..ization 
~ +.1 ..,.. J d A l • • ..r.. -1 • R 1 t . ..t:• • , 
· o:r , .!.O LJegz;,.. . an .!:1.t...mJ.nJ.s lira .;1.ve -.<.~e,u a J.ons o..r.. une 
r:::enihE,r 0tates on the Provision of Safety Information 
at ~;he Hor~:rla~e. 
Gist of the Oommis~on's p~OQOSal 
!he proposal in part of +,he SociaJ.. Ar;tion Prot;':I'arnme an'c. 
is intendec. to i'.np:ro·1e ss.:C'et~r at wo!"k by eett ing up a Conmm .. "'li ty 
syster.1 cf war.:1ing sign.s. It is also o.esign8CJ. to remove barrie..,..s 
to the free movemer.l.i; of persons and ssrvice8 ·.vhich result fro;:1 t:12 
different lcw.'lguages a."'ld warnir ... g signs used in the !.Iember S·iJ.s.:.tes. 
To ac~omplish these goals, the Commission is invoking 
Article 100 of the EEC Treaty to propose a complete alignment of 
rules on the mandatoljr introduction of warning signs at work. 
As rag'lrds the field of applicc.tion, the Secti::m notGs 
that the purpose of the pr::.posal is to ind.i:::ate the type of oi01 
to be used (or hC?._V'!. so..fety information is to be provided) in cases 
where l.lember States 1 national provisions make signs co:n:pulsory.,. 
On the other hand, questions regardir...g the locaticn e..:1c:':~ e.dvis.:.bili ty 
of signs are not covered b~r the proposal 2nd are the res-ponsibility 
of the h~ember Sta-tes, 
A cornmi ttee made up of representatives from the Member 
States and -~haired by a repz-esentati ve of the Commission is to see 
that signs are adapted ·rapidly to technical progress and to inter-
national methods of indicating information. It is to do this accor-
ding to a proaedure set out in Article 6 of the proposal • 
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Th~ appendix to the propose'd directiile-,contains a list of, 
' ' 
.bas:i,.c signs and descri?es the principles to be. follwed, i·.e. simple, 
striking symbols with the use of written text limi te.d to a minimum_. 
Q!~.:t~the Opinion 
The Economi'c and Social Commi~tee adopted 'lm.animously 
its Opinion on this proposal. 
The Committee approves the proposed directive but points 
out that the measures proposed represent only one aspect of the 
comprehensive action that should be taken_to improve safety and 
health at work. 
After stressing the importance of warning signs and 
infol~ation designed to prevent accidents, the Committee m~{es 
various remarks on the specific task and comuosition of the 
- L 
Committee provided for in Article 5 of the proposal and on the 
procedures for implementing the measures proposed. 
The Committee based its Opinion on material prepared 
by its Section for Social Questions vn~er the chairmanship of 
I 
J.V1r HOUTHDYS - Belgium - Workers. The Rapporteur was Mr KffiSCHEN -
Italy - workers. 
13. ~ 
Proposal for ~ Council Regulation (EEC) amending Regulation 
(EEC) No. 817/70 Laying Down Special Provisions relating 
to Quali t;T Wines Produced in Specified Regions. 
. .. / .... -
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Article 10 of t:1c basi.c Rc,gulation (No6 817/7G) in'J1ud.es 
""'rOvJ· CJi OUS 4-c i~.~.""1 ··r~ t 11 t''G rr·)"~--1 ":71 ('..(:' c··:rne.-::tr-1 "'rJ.· ,.,1 c·'s ....,,.,..,. "L-cc.l-....,.,_,.., lJ - ~0._ -~ J J '--'-''",...-- \' ...!, ~- _ ..... ~ .J..' _l.."' .. VJ.l ... J. ... ...,,.- ~a..J V -- }-lE:- ..':.! •. .JS..-J..'-'t 
As. this A.....-.ti.cle hns be on :i.nter:0reted in v:-:.ri ouo W8-~rs, the Co!:~"ission 
proposes thc.t._ the Article be a::nended.. The ncv1 version of Arciclc 10 
sets ou·t three al. ternati vc ways of using grnpes or wino proC.uced over 
and alJove the fi::ed yielc1 per hectare. 
The Commission considers that the tormo of the rroposal 
are such that 1 in. the event of excess yield 1 the pt'oduc·ticn of t2.ble 
' wine nould be less profi. table thcu.J. -the proc1ncti0n of quali t;~r vrincs 
and thus procJ.ucers will take care not to exceec:. ~J::e yield. '£he n.:;w 
The Economic :m.& Social Comm.i.ttee ac.o:pted by a large majority, 
Vli th 6 votes aga:.:.nst 2.J:1{L 7 abstentions, i tc Oj)inion on t!1is :9roposa1. 
The C ::>rm:. ·ctc~e c;onc;r=tll~r apprcnt3C. the Cow.:ni_l':<'35.on' s pro~~of!G.l, 
wh~.Ch in i.:r:rh}t\Cl ::f -!;o ~.r.t:ro;ll:Co Cl. riri -r .!..:":~'tU1 0 C:[:I'OC o:c S t':·.rG.arc'..i.zGtio:n in 
Co:·~'·mm.i t.y rnlcs rcs;:-:-,rcl.in.~ e~::::sss yielcts ~Jer lwctare 0f grapes nse;d for 
Bu.t "'Ghe Co:.-.rr:rl ttec also thoue;ht that certain specific :,;>oint~ 
in the prop-)ca2. ::.:'lciLc.:. be chr.,\1.~~r:d E'O 2,3 t::> t~kc; n::1~e e.ccc1.mt of natu.ral 
u:t:c::1;c·~:i c·~l. :~rn~15.t-l_oYJ.S cmc1 tr~-._a..;_tior.s jn p:ro(~nccr cou:1tr-i.os in the 
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The Committee ~repared its Opinion on the basis of material ~ 
supplied by it~ Section for Agricul7ure under the chai~lBhip of 
1~u- F.M0 C.L'\.PODI:J!S'rA - Italy - Vr>.ricus r-:.torcsts. ~he Rapporteur was 
Mr C·UII:Id~tr.~m - ip,:-enco - Vc.rim1s l.rterecits" 
I 
Co!'ltir.ue:tion ana. Iinplcm~mtation of ~ European Commu..""li ty 
PcL:.c;r anc~ Action :F:co.r;.cs.mwe on the Envi.roru,lcnt (Dr::.f·t 
IwsoJ'l;tio:J. o:f the Cormcil pr~)S'::mtco. by t.b3 0-o:.,:mJisf~i.on). 
The p-resente.tion of this d.raft seto the seal on the first 
pro~a~e adopted by the Ccuncil in November 1973. 
At its meeting on 16 October 1975, the Council of Ilinisters 
set certain g.llJ.elir_oo on the ba:li3 of the ini tio..l iC..eas of the 
Comr.1ission on the second progrmr..r:lc. TLcse gt:.iC..olines were 
the vro:rk started by the CoEL?ffim~_ty in the first act.ton p:ro.~.mme 
was to oe c0r:.tJ:n.ucC.f 
'· I mer~sures to upgracle the environment and combat pollution were to 
bo st~P?Od up, with the accent being pl~ce~ more on prevention; 
. 
I 
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· - Steps should be taken to stop waste of energy and raw niateriaJ.s; 
Environmental aspects were to be taken into consideration in the 
policy of c~··operation v1i th developine; countrieso 
Thcr.e are five chapters j_n the new progre.r.r.me" The first 
is a re-statement of the objectives and principles adopted by the 
Co1..mcil at its Noyember 1973 meeting, particularly the "pollt-:.ter 
pays" principle, the neect for preventive action and the principle 
that for each category of pollution -there ohould "be an atteE11Jt to 
find the solution best adapted to that ce.tegory and to the ceo~ .... 
raphical area to be protected~ 
The second chapter deals with reducing pollution. Priority 
has been given here to reducing water pollution in the various sectors 
of u0e, due regard being given to (i) the already serious detc::iora-
tion in tb.c quality of water in ma..'1;y reeions s ( ii) the long-tsr::n. 
effects of water pollution~ (iii) t~1e }~roblems of marine polll:.'~ion, 
and ( i v) vi tal bioloc.;ice,l £l.nd ecolot;;ical balances. 
Noise and atmospheric pollution e.re aJ.so covered., It is 
proposecl. that quality standards be drawn up :for resi(lential are eo, 
induf~triaJ. estates, 1IDd meonn of tr2w.sport, and thut noise meeBU:ce-
ment methods, etc.~ be stcndardized. 
The third chapter covers an importe:...'lt field, namely the 
non-destructiva use and rational manaecment of space, the environ-. 
ment nnd natural resources. P9.rticular attention has been given to 
protecting the countryside and certain par-ticularly vulnerable 
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regions • In the next · few ~ears, ·the Conmnmi ty ·should. develop a 
. \ ' ' 
· , , · system of :waps on which data on the natural environment are indi-
. . ' 
.cated. The aim of this system is to help optimize, environmental 
pla:rining. In ~ral areas work will' be concerned mainly with pesti-
'cides, intensive farming, rtineral fertilizers and modern methods 
of cultivation. 
.lm interntiona+ conference on urban areas, in which the 
I :' 
.· 
Council of European I':funicipali ties and the International Union of ·• 1 · 
Local Aut~orities 'are to pexticipate, is pl~ed for 1977. The 
main topic will be the environmental problems caused by urban growth 
· and decline. Other measures in this section concern the preser-
vation of historical buildings and coastal regio:!ls, the protection 
of land ~d marine wildlife, the coordination of national laws on 
hunting, the protection of flora and the conservation of genetic 
resources (animal and plant gene banks). Particular attention is 
given to protecting water resources. 
'llJ:le fourth chap·!; er deals with more general issues relati..-•J.g 
· to the economic aspects of the planned environmental measures, the 
dissemination of inform.a~ion, research and education of the public •. 
, Stress is Jaid on the need for preventive action, not only in the 
fight against pollution but also in planning and developing the 
rational use of ;natural resources. 
. .. ; .... 
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The last chapter deals with Coauunity action at inte~ 
national level, especially its policy towards· developing countries. 
The s·econd environmental action programme will cover a 
-period of five years. It will follow on from the first prograrnr1e 
at the beginning of 1977 and run until the end of 1981 • 
' The Economic and· Social Committee adopted unanimously 
its Opinion on this draft programme. 
The Committee considers that the Member States• and the 
Commission's environmental need to be coordinated and urges the 
Commission to adopt an increasingly forceful approach in its ad-
ministration of the information agreement, with a view to developing 
a comprehensive policy. 
The Commission emphasizes that nowadays industrial deveJ.op-
ment is hampered by the shortage of natural resources and the re-
jection of the consumer society ethic by growing sections of the 
population. But the ru1swers the Commission suggests - harmonious 
development of the economy and lirucing the Community's environment 
policy to economic and social development - are not sufficient. 
The Committee also deplores the slow start that has been 
made in implementing the first action prograrmne. To date, the 
Council has adopted twenty-two directives, decisions, recommendations 
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. ':r and ·resolutions' but still has to discuss an eyen greater numbe~ 
• fl , 
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~~ of proposals. It will probably be 1977 before. the Member., States h~ve 
' . . 
passed~ legislation'to implement the first progralllnl~ •. 
/ 
The re~~lts of p~t mea~res are important when deciding 
what the future priorities should be, because their study shows 
how effective particular meth9ds have been and indicates the best 
/ 
ways of matching available resources to the ends in view. A table 
of priorities, with a timetable, needs to be drawn up in order to 
enablB more control to be exercised over the use of the limited 
resources available and ensure that the programme is carried out 
realistically. 
The Comn1ittee deals with the following questions one-by-
one : 
- .9.,o}3.t. an.aJ-y.s..i_s ... of ... ep._vj..r:.opp.ez:t..¥. J?.:r:o.~~c;~.~oA, where the problem is 
to introduce qualitative elenents into the calculation of economic 
·growth (i.e. the traditional method of calculation must be supple-
mented with new qualitative indicators, especially in the social 
field). Obviously, there are many snaes to be overcome before 
common criteria can be established for such qualitative elements. 
However, it is necessary to work out a method of calculating 
national ec?nomic performance in which qualitative objectives are 
included, and the notions of cost and benefit are modified to take 
" account of such qualitative objectives; 
- T}l;.e .P.r.e;v;ention apd, ,:r:e .. d~c .. t,iq,n .. of 11o.lpl-u;tio11;, arl;d nuis .. ~.,Q._es,, a sector 
··where environmental action must be spelt out clearly if the pro-
grammes are to receive public support and if the public is to 
... ; ... 
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; ' ·uridersta.-Q.d and accept "t!le ·,resultant changes in income ·si;ruotures; 
.·: r' ~ ~ • I I .t : - .. ~ / 
~ 1 I' ' :11. 
: 1 
· i ~ P:,g.U.~~t.i.W~ .o'f •• th~ .. J!F:.'?.l_i.c.. The Committee calls fol;' a programme 
;. ·.involving (a) th13 trad.i tional centres cif education, the home and 
; ·. . sohoo;Ls Ci.n deve~qping an awareness of environmentai pr_oble~s among 
! the members of the yot.mger .generation),, (b) all the mass media 
r . ' ( vyhe~e sui table methods must be fo~d for diffusing i:nfo~ation. 
in.an easily digestibl~ form and arousing the aotive interest· 
' ~. 
of oar driv:ers, farmers, 'tourists and o~her members 'Of the 
p~blic) and.(c) the addition to high~r education syllabuses of· 
. ' 
general environment courses and s:pec-ial 'courses for- environmental 
teQhnicians and for other jobs cormected with the environment; 
- Co~i.t.t .S;.cJ; ..i_on_, M8;;i-P.S.t"~&;~eE .aa.l.l.U.t.~o_n. The Corn.mi ttee wages 
that international conventions on marine pollution be applied 
unifom~y throughout the Comnnmi ty and become. incorporated in~o. 
Community law where the Co~xdty has concluded such conventions as 
a .single party under international law; 
- Ai.r .... a.n.d. J!.o.iJ-• .I?.o,lJ..u.t,i.on, with special reference to poJ.luti'on at 
,, 
the workplace, which gradually spreads to the outside enviro1~ent · 1 
in most cases; 
- p,o~ ty, ,act,io,l1; ,iq,,z:e}...a.:~~.o.r; .'!.~ .e.;n,e.r~ l?..r .. <?.d~_:tai .. o,n;. The Cow.mi ttee 
stresses the public fears and concern aroused by the b~ildi~ of all 
types of power stations, but especially nuclear insta~lations • 
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'on~ of' the major pJ:oblems ie the' sit±~ o:t -~ower' ~tat~ons,._. an~:.~.::..~ 
\ \ 0 I "\,' J, 
l'tlore particU1ariy the . clustering 0f' p~wer stations 'in ·ama.l:L.' · '; · , ':;. 
areas. There 'shoUld be close contact.a ·between Member S"'G~tes' ov$t-: .. :·· 
' ' ' . l ~ 
the ,:3:i.ting ·of power stations, particularly in border arEJas. · ~~:e;. 
contacts ehould centre on the exchange oi information· (on con. .:{.· ~: 
. I ' ' ~ j 
struction projects .and Rn the· criteria used to determine whe'*~r ·: ;.~ 
' . ~ . ... ' 
~ and where to build power stations) wit~ a .view· to. protecting ~the. - .;. 
envire>nment. 
•I 1.4 .,' 
' A Coilllll'U.l:li ty d·irecti ve establishing common criteria, .for the .. · I ··: 
siting of future power stations would be highly desirable. Wi'tb .}-: 
such criteria and a classification of land according.to ecolo~io$1. 
features, power stations, could be sited better and the concent~atj 
of power stations, particularly in border areas, could be avoided.-,. 
- c.ofHJtli_V. ,r.c.tJ..?.U. .on ~m::t~c;u}..a.r PF..oAq,o;t.~ .~\d .'t]le. ArJ-x..e .. ~'\ 
waste. In this connection, the,Committee urges that moves to set 
.. . .... , 
up scrap .markets and coordi~.ate the activities of these markets at 
EEC level be encouraged. 
- M~i.ro ... zse,n.t,a;t, im.E.,ap;t, .¥.~e.s.~m.en,!. The Committee approves the Com-
mission's proposal that the Community develop a procedure for 
assessing environmental impact. Since some Member States have 
already introdueed such assessments, or are studying the qu.estiom.,. 
the Conuni ttee considers it extremely important that the Community' e. 
work should include an ~ignment of existing procedures and should 
build on the experience gained so far • 
.. 
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Initially, the purpose of such a procedure should.be to'predict 
and possibly measure the effects of proposed decisiotlS or measures 
which are thought l'iJ.:ely to have an influence on the environment,. 
This will malm it possible to :Jreveat or minimize pollution or ot!ler 
danage to the envirorunent caused by the propose~ measures. · 
The Cormnittee based its Opinion on material prepared by 
its Section for Protection of the Environment, Public Health ·and 
Con~m1er Affairs u.~der the chairmanship of !ar ROSEINGRAVE - Ireland 
- Various Interests. The Rapporteur was Mr A~I BRANDINI - Italy 
- Worlrers. 
Proposal for a Council Directive on the Approximation 
of the Laws of the Member States relating to the 
Labelling, Presentation and Advertizing of Foodstuffs 
for Sale to the Ultimate Conslrr:ler. 
This proposal covers the labelling of foodstuffs which are 
to be sold to the final consumer without being further processed, as 
well as certain aspects of presentation and advertizing. It seeks to 
protect the consurJer by prohibiting fraud &~d fraudulent claims. 
Under the proposal producers will have to indicate certain, items of 
in£ormation on food labels, viz. the nrune tu1der which the product is 
sold, the ingredients, the net quantity (in the case of prc-pacl(ed 
products), the "date of minimum clurabilityt~, the conditions of storage 
and use, the name/business name and address of the manufacturer, the 
packer or a seller established within the EEC, the place of origin or 
... ; ... 
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' .. ·::·. provenc~ce, and the 1in$tructions f'or use. Certain terms have been 
.. ·.; .. · Cl.afined ·in orcler to make them as clear as possible. However, the 
I ' 
1 
•• proposed Directive is relatively flexible. Thus,_ in the b'ase of 
. . . 
. certai~1· fo~dstuffs 1 .1 it. will be possible under EEC or - in their 
a~Sence - national nlles to require that info~ation in addition to 
that·. laid <.lovm in Article 3 be indicated or to waive the obligation 
to ihdicatJ certai~l i teU'_s of information. 
Gist of the Cu:Lnion 
f- ..... ' + .. 4 • t 1l' ...... , ~ ' • 16 IIIC •'* 
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The Econor.1ic and Social Committee adopted unanimously, 
less 1 abs·{jention, its O~;inion on this proposal. 
The Committee noted that the food labelling requirements 
which the proposed Directive sought to introduce into Community law 
end therefore into national legislation constituted an important step 
forward in consumer information and towards more transparent cotlpet-
tion between proa.ucers and between distributors. 
Consumers needed to be given a better b~sio on which to 
choose between the enormous n'll:'llber of products 0:.1. s~:J.e novmdays and 
to withsta~d the increased pressure of advertizL~g and sales-
pro~otion techniquGs. Better product labelling would help. 
The proposed Directive was to apply to pre-packed products 
and products sold loose to the final consumer, but not to inter-
mediate products (supplied to mrulUfacturers ru1.d processors). 
... /.· .. 
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The Committee approved t:i.lis approach, but wanted measures 
to be ta.lcen at either Com""lnl!li ty or nationoJ.. level so that 
food manufacturers and processors, too, had to be given information 
· about the composition of the inte.r.mediate products they bought, so 
that they could cooply with the Directive. 
The Committee observed that there could be difficulties in 
applying the Directive in the case of small packages. It favoured a 
t •• 
,more flexible approach vfl1ere the specific requirements of Article (10)3 
could not be applied correctly, subject, however, to a unifor~ Com-
munity procedure and without affecting the obligation to supply con-
~uners with the information specified in the Directive. 
The success of the Directive on food labelling could be 
greatly enhanced by new specific Directives under the Pr<?gra:mr.u.e for 
Eliminating Technical Barriers to Trade. The CorMmxnity should there-
fore press ahead with the adoption of these Directives as fast as 
possible. 
L~ its comments on specific aspects of the Directive, the 
Committee deplored the failure to define the term :~ultimate consumer", 
which had different mem1il~S in different Meober States. This could 
cause difficulties regarding big pre-packages which are generally 
sold to groups of consumers such as echools, h~spitals, prisons, etc. 
~ne Commission has proposed a list of terms expressi1~ 
claims for the product whose use sho~lid be banned or restricted. The 
Committee called for safeguards to prevent te!"'L.ls very similar to 
those on the list being used. 
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The Commission's :representatiye·at .meetings the ·Committee 
has· had on this propbsal has indicated that the use of the·. name,, 'Or 
part of the name, of ,a foodstuff (e.g. butter, milk, chocolate, 
fruit) . in the designation or brand nane of another foodstuff, which 
might mislead the consumer in~o believing that the latter was 
present as an ingredient, should be prohibited. 
The Committee also reco~ended that labels should also 
! 11 {' 
' ' 
•I 
give the naw.e and address of an aCCO\llltable party (manufacturer, I' 
' ' 
p~cker, seller) based in the Con~mxnity. 
I The Commission had included safeguards regarding carry-over 
(accidental presence of pesticide residues). The term ncarry-overn 
should be defined more precisely in the proposal, and the names of 
substances with which the surface of fruit and vegetables had been 
treated after being picked or harvested should be given on the label. · 
. The Comn1i tte~ also called fo,r a Comnn.u1.i ty list of products for 
treating fruit and ve~etables : not all these substances were already 
on the Community lists of food additives. 
Regardin.g shelf-.life dates, bearing in mind the diferent 
situations existing, the Conmdttee : 
endorsed the principle of date-markingz 
- considered that the proposed Directive should stipulate that 
foodstuffs must be marked with a elate of "minimum durabili tyn, and 
that 
- in mar~ oases it might be necessary ~o apply other procedures in 
line vnth Article 4, viz : 
e •• /. e. \ I 
,'':· 
. . / 
'• 
' ' 
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• the indication of a different date; 
• ,the indication of two dates, (e.g. date I of me..nufacturo' and dura-. 
bili·liy date); 
• ctispensing With' cLatG-marking; 
called upon the Commission to gather opinions and recommendations 
on ·this ·matter and draw up, ±'or submission to the Advisory Committee 
·an Foodstuffs and subsequently ~o the Economic and Social Committee, 
proposals for making all the relevant facts concerning prepackod 
foodstuffs clear, so that consumers are. better informed. 
The Com.11i ttee considered that detailed rules should eJ.so 
be laid do\v.n on non-prepacked foodstuffs in an·EEC Directive, so that· 
all the Member States had uniform provisions. 
Finally, the Com1ni ttec commented on the an.."l.exes regarding 
indication of ingrec1ients 1 notably on fats, the need to distinguish 
between natural and sj~thetic colouring matters (now under the same 
name, e.g. caramel) and the inclusion of propellant gas. 
The Committee based its Opinion on material prepared by 
its Section for Protection of the Envirorunent, Publfc Health 8-lld 
Consumer Affairs under the chairmanship of I\'Ir ROSEINGRAVE - Irel2..nd -
Various Interests. The Rapporteur was Mr DE GRAVE - BelgiUJ.11 - Workers. 
16 • .A@endment to Reet~qt~on concerning European Foundatio~ 
Proposal for a Council Regulation amending Regul~tion (EEQ) 
No. 1365/75 on the Creation of a E~opean Foundation for the 
Improvement of IJi.v:i,.ng and Wor.kine. Conci.. tions. 
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r'· ·' , . , 
-·~·.:··Gist/o·~·the Commission pro.posal 
f . 
' I 
. ·~.· The Commission proposes creat±ng a second post of Deputy 
Director, to maintain n balance between the two aspects o:f ·the 
Foundation's work. 
. . 
' 
· . Gist of the Opinion 
.. 
The Econonic -end Social Committee ndopted unanimously, with 
7 abstentions, its Opinion on this proposal. 
The Committee prepared its Opinion on the basis of material 
·I:Iupplied by its S~ction for Protection of the Environment, FUblic 
HGal th and Consumer A:~f::--~irs under the chairmanship of Mr ROSEINGRA VE -
Ireland Various Interests. The Rapporteur was ~~s EVANS -United 
Kingdom Various Interests. 
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J.::XTERN.i..L REL!.TIONS 
---......... ..._ ______ _ 
Sect:i.o:q_f_orQ)?rQ..tC'.;.S.~ion of +.h; :m~.~-rQn_::E.:"rJ."f!J .Rt11)l:i.c. Health c..nc"'t. Consruner 
Aff~.i;.~s ..l':£.~ ·:::'d._.i_"'1._1;;~;.~!-r:~ 
l..:'v its rcwcting in r.:tun.ich en 16 c.nd 17 S,:;-pt~mb8r 1976, chaired 
b 'M• nonT"IJ'?rf ·- • \T""" ' 1 ~, t • :1 • -'- () ·• , th s .::1 ry 1.1:r. .n ,).w. l-1> • ..-..:L~ :.::., ·;;..::.e .... ec .lC.ll pro:parch l.v8 \.·Pl.nJ.On on e oconu 
Environment Prog:.:nm-::1c (na:;)port-:;ur : Mr r.~rERLI BTI!N:JIIE) und the 
Labcll:.l...n~ o::' Foodr:-t·)_ffo (Rn:ppo .... teur : r·:h" 1)E GIL:\VE) .. 
. .. ; ... 
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III 
NEW REQUE~S 
For Opinions during August and September, the Council : 
Proposal for a Council Directive.amending Directives 
64/432 of 26 June 1964, 72/461 of 12 December 1972 and 
72/462 of 12 December 1972 on health, and veterinary· 
problems. · ' 
Proposal for a Council RegLtlation (EEC) supplementing 
Regulation (EEC) No. 100/76 with regard to arrangements 
for importing prep&red and preserved sardines. 
Proposal for a four-year period programme 1977/1980 in the' 
field of scientific and technical education. 
Proposal for a Council Decision adopting a technological 
research progr~~ne for the footwear cector. 
Proposel for a Council Directive on the approximation of 
'tb.e taxes of the r.Tember States rela4ing to the ranges of 
nominal quantities permitted for certain prepackaged 
products. 
Proposal fo~ a Directive on the approximation of the laws 
of the member States relating to boats and their fittings. 
I Proposal for a Council Directive relating to the approxi-
matton of the le.~·m, rE.gulations and administrative pro-
visions of the Humber Sts.tes concerning liability for 
defective products. 
. .. / ... 
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Proposal .. for a Council Directi v~ on the sc;ruti:hg, by · 
:l!/i:embe~ States of transactions forming· part of the· system 
of financing by the Guarantee Section of the Eur~ean 
Agricultural Cuidance and Guarantee Fund. 
Communication from the Conwission to the Council on action 
in the field of transport infrastr~cture · 
- -~ 
Proposal for a Council Decision instituting a consultation 
procedure and creating a Connnittee in the field of transport 
infrastructure 
P~oposal for a Council Regulation concerning aid _to projects 
of Cormnuni ty interest in the field of tra.l'l.sport infra:- · 
struoture. 
10., Proposal for a Council Directive pr9hibiting the placing 
on the market and the use of plant protection products 
containing certain active substances 
11. Proposal for a Council Directive concerning the placing 
of EEC-accepted pl?...nt protection products 'on the market. 
12. Proposal for a Council Directive on the quality require-
ments for waters capable of supporting freshwater fish., 
13. Proposed Council Directive on toxic and dangerous waste. 
14-. Proposal for a Council Directive supplementing, with 
regard to the chilling process, amended Directive 71/118/EEC 
on health problems affecting trade .in fresh poultrymeat. · 
15. Proposal for a Regulation (EEC) of the Council concluding 
the Agreement estuplishing a European laying-up fund for 
inland watervvay vessels, and adopting the provisions for 
its implementation., 
... / ... 
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IV 
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. ' 
PROVISIOHltL PROGR..A.M11E OF FUTURE WORK 
. ' 
, 142Ad :t:._lcll_C£7 Session =- _o_c_tober 1976 
' ... Veterina:i:·y Medicines 
\. 
.... Veterinary Regulationa affecting r.Ieat Trade (New Wiember States) 
• The CAP in the ~:rorld Context ( ovm. initiative) 
Sardines 
- Scientific and Technical Education 11:-ogrrumne 
Nuclear Safety (Study) 
IAE.li. Nucle2r Inspections 
~ 1 - I , I ~~ .. ' • ...- ~-..;'\, ...,. 
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Wor}:inc; Conditions RoC1-d Transp:)rt (2nd Opinion) 
Agreement on Laying-Up Fund for In18ncl Faterwe..y Vessels 
Articles of Precious I\Tetals 
,., 
- '. 
' .. 
' ·. 
'I\ ' ... 
' 
. ,_ 
CustomG Debt 
Taxation of Security Transactions 
- Interno;t;ional Cooper2.tion against Tax Evasion 
- Apnual j1eport on Economic Situation in the Community 
• 
. - Specific r1Ieasures to Helieve Unemployment 
Aircraft Noise 
143rd Plenary Session - November 197~ 
.;.. EAGGF Checl:s 
l(evievr of Energy ll & D Programme 
~- Tr~sport Infrastruct~e 
~·Transport between EEC and Eastern Bloc (o~n initiative) 
-
1 Account.s of Public Companies (Seventh Company Law Directive) 
-- Investment Companies and Unit Trust 
Research in Shoe Inc.1.ustr'1J 
... ; .... 
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Working Condi¥ions in Inland Waterway Goods Trensport 
Fourth Medium-Term Economic Policy Programme 
Op~ration of the negional Fund (own initiative) 
Conomncr Action Programme 
- Toxic and Dangerous r.'aotes 
- Quality Standards for Fresh Y.1ater able to Support Fish 
- ilinenmnent European Foundation for Impr~vement of Living and 
Vlorking Conditions 
Green Paper on Employee Participation 
14ti-t_h_. Plenary Session - December 1976 
- Illegal Immigration 
- Extension of Social Security Cover of Particular Grou~s 
- Job Preparation for Unemplcye:d Young People 
- Prepacked Products 
- Inc1us·~:;_..,i~ll ·:Jba.nga and :8m.:ployment 
PlensuJ~·e Craft T~,:;~e .:." :J~1ra·val. 
- Cmx~mr.Li ty RE.lations -ui th Portue;e..l (Study) 
145th Plen2Ty '3essir:m - Januar:r 1977 
_,. ,,_ ... -V~~ ............. --~- ... --·...-.__._.,~~-·- .. ---
- s:~mll- and r.1GC:i1:u:n-~izcd Eusinesses ( ov.rn initiative) 
- Ret:i ·mal Policy 1 U:ru.:::~.:.~l·1~.r-::J.:on t and Inf1o..tion ( ov::.'1 initiative) 
Emplo~~ent in Agricultu~e (ovm initiative) 
GATT Neeotiations (additional Opinion) 
- Agrem:1ents between the Community and Countries of the East and 
South ~.~edi terranean 
- RElations between Industrialized and Developing Countries 
- Alignment of Taxes (study) 
... / ... 
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147~h Plenarr Session - March 1-Q77 
Fresh Poultry Meat 
Defective Products 
' 
~ P~ant Protection Prqducts 
I ' 
- Prohibition of Certain Plant Protection Products 
·~·_,;. ' 
'! , I'' 
; '' . 
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V 
11EMBERS ' NOTES 
--~---
On 1 October 1976, ;;.]r_~[,.l2.l\.• -~C§:t..R:§_Q, former Chairman of the 
Centrale der Nederlandse Vcrb:o.-uihscc,(5opera·~ios, and £~o..R,_s-1!£~1\§, 
mor;:bor of the PcC.s-ral Gove:""'TT.ing Eonrd of the Deu:l;;scl:.e::: Gow:;:;rksc~lr::.:f ~~­
b't.mc:t, rcsig.n')d as r:J.Gli1be::::-s of t~1.e Corr..:ni t-tee. I:lr CHA~~B0 a:r..Cl. nr lL"t'PAS 
h2-d been en the Conr.1ittee since .30 June 1969 ill'lcl. 23 August 1970 
respectively. 
Mr Arnc BYSKOV, member of the Danish IndustrirB.det and 
Committee member sj.nce 1 Jam.::.ary 1973, has 8 .. nn01.::nced thr.t he vd.ll be 
res:!.gn2.ng from the Com"Yli ttce as of 1 Jat:1uary 1977. 
The Council of the European Communities has appointed the 
following new CoiJmittee menbors : 
11r ~1ichael T. WA.LSH to replace Lord BRIGINSBAW 
r!Ir Augusto BARG\ONI to re:place Mr Mario TRANQUILLI LEALI 
I-!Ir Dietmar CH:EN[ER. to replace 1-Ir Alfons LAPPAS. 
' ' ~.' -
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PUBLICATIONS OBTAINABLE FROM THE ECONOMIC 
AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE 
Periodical 
- Bulletin (monthly publication) 
General Documentation 
- The Economic and Social Committee (leaflet) (January 1975) 
- The Economic and Social Committee (April 1975) 
(A descriptive brochure) 16 p. 
- Annual Report (1975) 62 p. (1974) 60 p. (1973) 64 p. 
- Directory (November 1975) 
(List of members) 32 p. 
Opinions and Studies 
- Systems of education and vocational training 
(August 1976) (Study) 114 p. 
- Regional Policy (March 1976) 
(Opinion) 11 p. 
- European Union (July 1975) 
(Opinion) 33 p. 
- Progress Report on the Common Agricultural Policy 
(February 1975) (Study) 52 p. 
- The Situation of Small and Medium-sized Undertakings in the 
European Community (March 1975) (Study) 69 p. 
